ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

27
The notion that referees in Association Football (hereafter referred to simply as football) are 28 biased towards certain teams or in certain contexts is widely accepted by football pundits and 29 supporters. In fact, whether or not such bias exists is an area of increasing interest that attracts 30 the attention of researchers from the domains of sport science, psychology, statistics and 31 computer science.
32
Irrespective of the true underlying causes, there is no doubt that 'playing at home' has In this section we describe the BN model which was developed using the AgenaRisk BN tool 
82
The data used to inform priors and provide observations for each of the teams is 
85
The model is constructed on the basis of two components as illustrated by the model 86 topology in Figure 1 . Component 1 (described in Section 2.1) measures the referee bias over 87 all fouls awarded, while Component 2 (described in Section 2.2) measures the referee bias 88 over fouls awarded within the opposition penalty box (effectively penalty kicks). .
89
The model is used to assess the referee bias for each case at home, away, and overall. 2. We then measure the probability of being awarded a foul for each minute spent while penalty area but these are rare).
142
After steps 2 and 3, we can compare the two inferred probability distributions and measure It is also important to note that neither crowd size nor crowd density is necessarily and so on) also becomes available for individual match instances (rather than overall as it was 277 in our case) then we will be able to accurately determine referee bias with much higher 278
confidence. This will be achieved by also looking at how certain teams might have further 
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